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THE LINEAR STABILITY
OF TRAVELING WAVE SOLUTIONS
FOR A REACTING FLOW MODEL

WITH SOURCE TERM

By

LING HSIAO and EONGHUA PAN
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Abstract. In this paper, we consider a 3 x 3 system for a reacting flow model
with a source term in [7]. This model can be considered as a relaxation approximation
to 2 x 2 systems of conservation laws, which include the well-known p-system. From
this viewpoint, by introducing the new waves through time-asymptotic expansion and
using the L2 energy method, we establish the global existence and the linear stability of
traveling wave solutions.

1. Introduction. Consider the following system:

(pr)t + (pur)x = S,

(Ps)t + (pus)x = -S, (1.1)

(pu)t + (p + pu?)x = 0,

which was proposed by R. J. LeVeque and others in [7] to model the motion of reacting
gas with two modes. Here, pr is the density of the major mode and ps corresponds
to the minor mode, r + s = 1. u is the velocity, and p = pc2(r + (3s) is the pressure,
which can be derived by Avogadro's Law. Here, c is the sound speed of the major mode.
The parameter /3 provides some tenuous link with real physics, if it is considered as
the number of molecules of the minor species produced from one molecule of the major
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species. S is the source term

5= p(rE(p) ~r)

P(SE{P) - s)
r

where r is a reaction time, and te(p) and Se(p) are equilibrium distributions. The reader
is referred to [7] for more physical and numerical background.

The Lagrangian form of (1.1) is

vt - ux = 0,

~l~ Px = 0, (13)
, P _ Pe(v) -p

Pt H—Vt —  ,
V T

where v is specific volume, r\E = c2(rE + /?(1 — te)), and pe(v) — riEJ-v^. On the other
hand, (1.3) can be considered as a relaxation approximation of the following conservation
laws (as r —> 0):

vt-ux = 0,

ut +Pe(v)x = 0. (1.4)

Consider the Riemann problem of (1.4) with the following data:

(v(x, 0),u(x, 0)) = (v0(x), u0(x)), (1.5)

where

(v0{x),u0{x)) =
(v-,u-), x < 0,

(v+,u+), x > 0,

and (v-,u-) and (v+,u+) are two constant states.
We give the following hypotheses: for some constants c\ and d\ such that 0 < c\ <

v-,v+ < d\ < +oo, it follows for v € [ci,di] and for some positive constants a\ and a,2
that

Hi) Pe(v) < _ai <
H2) Pe(v) > a2 > 0,
Hs) \p'E(v)I <
Ha) Pe{v),p'e>p'e'P'e are bounded,

with pzp — pe(v=f)- Here H3) relates to the so-called sub-characteristic condition (see

[8])-
Under H\)-H2), (1.4) is strictly hyperbolic and genuinely nonlinear, with eigenvalues

Aj = -(-p'E(v))^ < 0 < (-p'E(v))i = A2. (1.6)

Definition 1. A discontinuity (a; i>_, u_; v+, u+) of weak solutions for (2.1) is called
a shock wave satisfying the entropy condition if
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A. The Rankine-Hugoniot Condition is satisfied and the speed a(v+,v-) is defined,
namely,

a(v+ -v-) = -(«+ -u_),

<t(w+ - u-) = pE{v+) - Pe{v~),
1

Pe(v+) -pE(v-)~<t{v+,v-) = =F
v+ — V.

B. The entropy condition holds, namely for any v between V- and v+,

a2(v,v+) < a2(v-,v+) < a2(v,v-), for a > 0,
(1.7)cr2(v,v+) > a2(v-,v+) > a2(v,v-), for a < 0,

where cr2(v,v*) = — and v* = v_ or i>+.
For any given single weak shock wave (a; v^,u^;v+,u+) of (1.4) satisfying the entropy

conditions, it has been proved in [13] that (1.3) admits a smooth traveling wave solution:

(v,u,p)(x,t) = {v,u,p)(0

with

u(±oo)=t;±, u(±oo) = u±, p(±oo) = p±,

where ^ The nonlinear stability of (v,u,p) for (1.3) has been established by Pan
in [13] under the following zero excess mass restriction

/+oo r+oc
(v0(x) - v(x, 0)) dx = 0, / (u0(x) — u(x, 0)) dx = 0, (1.8)

- OC J —oc

which says that this kind of perturbation on a shock profile produces only a translation.
A similar result can be found in [15].

For 2x2 relaxation models, the stability of elementary waves has been obtained in [8],
where the corresponding equilibrium equation is a scalar conservation law. Therefore, a
generic perturbation of a shock profile indeed produces only a translation. However, as
mentioned in [9], [11], and [14], since the equilibrium system for (1.3), i.e., (1.4) is a 2 x 2
system, a generic perturbation of a single shock front will create not only a translation
but also some new waves. By this observation, the stability of a single shock front for a
linearized system of the following rate-type viscoelastic system

vt-ux = 0,

ut +Px = 0, , ,

\p + Ev]t = PR{v)~P,
T

is proved in [11] without the restriction (1.8). For the system (1.9), the nonlinear stability
of two-mode shock waves has been shown in [5], where a generic perturbation indeed
produces only the translations of 1- and 2-shock profiles. For this system, the nonlinear
stability of a single shock under (1.8) and the nonlinear stability of rarefaction waves
have been established in [3] and [4] respectively.

It is known that the second order of the Chapman-Enskog-type expansion of (1.3)
is a 2 x 2 viscous conservation law. Based on this fact, we construct a diffusive wave
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that carries the "excess mass" along the right eigenvector belonging to the other family
of the shock front. We also introduce a high-order correction that carries the zero net
"mass". Then we can establish the linear stability result similar to [11] as the first step
of nonlinear stability.

It should be noticed that the principle part of (1.9) is linear, but the principle part of
(1.3) is nonlinear; thus, more difficulties occur certainly. It should also be pointed out
that, to show the linear stability result with the system (1.9), one only needs to deal with
a linear system (see [11]); however, we have to work with a nonlinear system instead.

Now, let us turn to our main result of this paper.
Since we are only interested in the large-time behavior of the solution to (1.3) for

fixed r, we can assume that r = 1 without loss of generality. Assume that (u_,u_) and
(t>+,u+) can be connected by a 2-shock of (1.4) with speed a > 0. Then, V- < v+. The
case for a < 0 can be treated similarly. Then the linearized system of (1.3) at the shock
profile (v,u,p) is

vt - ux = 0,

ut + Px = 0,
P M (L1°)

Pt + ~vt =Pe{v) -p,
V

Pe(v) = pE(v) + p'E(v)(v - v).

In the following we will consider (1.10) with the initial data:

{v{x,0),u{x,0),p{x, 0)) = (uo(x),uo(x),po(a:)), (1-11)

which is a generic perturbation of the shock profile {v, u, p) in the following sense:
+ OG

(uo(x) - v{x), u0{x) - u{x)) dx = {Si, 62) (1-12)

for suitable small numbers 61,62-
Suppose that the shock wave is sufficiently weak, i.e.,

rj = \v+- v-\ « 1, (1.13)

so that the vectors {v+ — v-,u+ — «_)' and (1, yj—p'E{v-)Y are linearly independent
(the vector (1, y/—p'E{v-))1 is the right eigenvector belonging to the 1-family for (1.4)).
Then there are constants xo and 6, determined uniquely, such that

f + OC

{vq{x) — v(x),Uq(x) — u{x)) dx

(1.14)
fJ —(

x0{v+ - v-,u+ -U-) + 6 ^1, yJ-p'E{v_)^

We note that the first part of the right-hand side of (1.14) produces a translation of
the shock profile (see (3.11) below for instance) while the other part will create some new
waves that will be determined later in Sec. 3.

The main result of the present paper is the following stability theorem.

Theorem 1. Suppose that Hi)-Ha) hold. Let {v, u,p){x + x0 - at) be the shock profile
of (1.3) corresponding to the shock wave (<7; v_, m_; v+, w+) of (1.4), and let Xq be the
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translation uniquely determined by (1.14). Suppose that the initial data (vo, uo,po)(x)
satisfies

((vo,u0,p0)(x) - (v,u,p)(z + :ro)) S H2(R),

+ OO

/

/

(1 + x )(v0(x) - v(x + xq, 0)) dx < 63, (1-15)

+ OO

(1 + x2)(u0(x) - u(x + x0,0))2 dx < 64,

for some positive constants 63,64. Then there exist positive constants 60 and £oi such
that if 6 < 60, rj = |u+ — v- \ < 6q, and

||((wo,uo,po)(x) - (v,u,p)(x + iro,0)))||^2 + <53 + 64 < £0, (1.16)

then there exists a unique smooth global solution U = (v,u,p) to (1.10)—(1.11) satisfying

U(x, t) -U(x + x0 - at) e C([0, +00); H2(R)), (1-17)

lim \\U(x,t) - U{x + x0 - crt)\\Hi = 0, (1-18)
t—►-j-OO

where U = (v,u,p). Hereafter we use the following notation for simplicity:

l

i= 1

with I > 1, m > 0, and H° = L2.

We will end this introduction by outlining the plan of the remaining part of this paper.
In Sec. 2, the traveling wave solutions are discussed carefully. The diffusive waves and
the high-order correction are studied in Sec. 3. Based on the results in Sees. 2-3, we use
time-asymptotic expansion and energy methods to prove the linear stability in Sec. 4.

2. Traveling wave solutions. A traveling wave solution of the reacting flow system

vt-ux = 0,

ut +Px = 0, (2.1)

Pt + -vt =pe(v) -p,
V

corresponding to the 2-shock (a;u_,w_; v+,tx+) of (1.4) is the solution of the form

(v,u,p)(x,t) = {v,u,p){0, £ = x — at, (2.2)

satisfying

(v,u,p){Too) = (i/zp.u^.pqp). (2.3)

Under iii)-/^), it is proved in [13] that (2.1) admits a smooth traveling wave solution,
which is unique up to a shift of £, provided that |u+ — u_| is small. We now sketch the
proof and give some properties of the traveling wave solution.
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It is easy to know that (v, u, p) satisfies
—<JV£ — = 0,

-duj + = 0,

<y ( v2 - | J = Pe{v) - p.
(2.4)

Thus, we have
u = U- — a(v — u_),

p = — a2(v — V-) = p+ + &2(v+ — w).

It is not difficult to get from (2.4) that

= g{v) (2.5)

where

g(5) = -(M"-P-) + ^"---) (26)CT(I )

Due to entropy and sub-characteristic conditions (see [8])

2 Pcr" <zi
v

(which can be shown by H3 and the smallness of |v+ — u_| via an implicit function
theorem argument), we see that V- and v+ are the only roots of g(v) = 0 and

> 0 for v e (w_,v+). (2.7)

So, and monotone with respect to v for any given v,v\ € (u_,u+).
It can be shown that

.'/('-') - 0(,v - v. |) as v —> v+,

<7(1;) = 0(|i> — i>_|) asti^i>_.

These imply
r»j+l + d7l f dV w

/ tt = +°°> / "n = _0°, Vui e (u_,w+).A, s(r?) 9(v)

fV{

J V\

' v\ y\'u Jv 1

Thus, by integrating (2.5), we obtain

_ ^(«) ^
g(v)'

This gives an implicit formula for v(£) that is uniquely determined (up to the choice of
i>i) due to the properties of g. To be definite, we take

"i = \{v-+ v+).

Then u(£) and p(£) can easily be determined. Therefore, we get

Theorem 2.1. Under H{)-H^), if \v+ — z'_| is small, (2.1) has a smooth traveling wave
solution that is unique up to a shift in £ and satisfies > 0, (|)j < 0, and infjj6[„_j | =
p+ *

It is also easy to show that
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Lemma 2.2.

|^| < C\v+ - v-\, |u€| < C\v+ - v-\, |p€| < C\v+ - v_|,

and it is also true for the second and the third derivatives of v, u, and p, respectively.

We need the following sharper estimate, which plays a key role in our stability analysis.

Lemma 2.3.

N + l%l + M < Ci{\v+ -u_|)exp(-C2|£|),
where Ci (i = 1,2) is a positive constant.

Proof. Prom (2.5),

% = g{v)e

f{y,n)n (2-8)
-(I--2)'

where

Due to the convexity of pe, the entropy condition implies the Lax shock condition (see
[1]), namely,

-Pe(v+) < a2 < -p'E{v-). (2.9)

Then we know that

/(—oo) < 0 and /(+oo) > 0.

By a mean-value-theorem argument, one can prove that (cf. [13])

|%| < C3\v+ —

for a positive constant C3. Thus we have

, „f P+ + cr2v+ \ _ f p+ + a2v+ \ _2
k = Pe(v)vz - 0 (—=2—J + 2a (—=3—J vt

> (Pb(«) - ci\v+ ~ u-l)^
>0,

which implies that /(£) is a strictly increasing function with respect to £, and there exists
a unique £0 (we can assume that £0 = 0 without loss of generality) such that /(£0) = 0.
This shows that

/(£) < 0 for f < 0,
/(£) >0 for £ > 0. (2J0)

(2.8)-(2.10) yield that
K

Combining (2.8)—(2.11), we complete the proof of Lemma 2.3.

= t>e(0)exp f-jf . (2.11)
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3. Diffusive waves and high-order corrections. Consider

vt - ux = 0,

Uf + Px = 0,

Pt + -Vt = Pe{v) -p,
V

(3.1)

with

Pe(v) =Pe(v) +p'E(v)(v -v),

where (v,u,p) is the shock profile of (1.3) determined in Sec. 2 with a shift xo as in

(1.14).
As mentioned in Sec. 1, a generic perturbation of a 2-shock front produces not only

the translation but also some new waves along the direction of the 1-right eigenvector to
carry the "excess mass" (see (1.14)). We also note that the second-order expansion of
(3.1) (similar to the Chapman-Enskog expansion for the Boltzmann equation (see [8]))
is the following viscous conservation laws:

vt - ux = 0,

/ / \ . Pe(v)\ 1 (3.2)
Pe(v) + ——ut + Pe(v)x =

Motivated by the idea of [9], we construct the diffusive wave n(x,t)( 1, ^/~p'E(v-))t with
the base state (t>_,u_), which carries the "excess mass" <5(1, y?—p'E(v_))*. Here n(x,t)
is a self-similar solution of the following equation:

nt + Ai(v-)nx = i +p'E(v-)Sj nxx. (3.3)

It is known that (see [9], [11], and [14]), we may choose n(x,t) as

n(x,t) = (t + l)~2m(z), (3-4)

with m(z) = exp( —|^), z = and d=^~ + p'E(v-). It is easy to see

that

/

-f OO
n(x,t)dx = 8. (3.5)

Since (3.1) cannot be solved by the linear superposition of a translated shock profile and
a diffusive wave exactly, we need some high-order corrections that carry the zero net
mass. Now we perform the following time-asymptotic expansion for the solution (v, u,p):

v — v(y) + a(t + 1 )~im(z) + ai(t + l)-1mi(z) + • • • ,

u = u{y) + b(t + 1 )~im(z) + bi(t + 1 )~1mi(z) + • • • , (3.6)

P = P(y) + c(t + 1 )~im(z) + ci(t + l)~lmi{z) + • • • ,
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with y = x + xq — at. Based on (3.6), we decompose the solution as follows:

v = v(y) + a(t + 1 )~im{z) + ai(t + l)_1mi(z) + v*,

u = u(y) + b(t + 1 )~%m{z) + bi(t + + u*, (3.7)

P = p{y) + c(t + 1 )~%m{z) + ci(t+ l)-1mi(z) + p*.

Rewrite the system (3.1) into

vt - ux = 0,

ut+px= 0,
P—

Pt + —Vt = pE{v) -p- FiVt - F2vt,
V_

where F\ = (^ - |) and F2 = — (£=■ - |). Then we insert (3.7) into (3.8) with

(3.8)

2.a = 1, b = -Ai(u_) = -Ai, c = p'E(v-) = -A,,

ai = 1, 6i = — 5 Ai, ci =0, m\ = —X^1dmz. (3.9)

In a similar manner as used in [11], we get the following system for the remainder

(«*,«*,p'):

v*t ~< = F3,

ut +P*x = F4,

Pt + —< = "P* + Pe(«K + Gi + F5 + Vv '

(3.10)

i=l

where

F3 = irfAj-1 (t + l)"'(zm)IX,

F4 = -\d{t + l)~l(zm)xx,

^5 = |(< + l)~1[(-zm)^ + d^Af 1(zm)xx],

G\ = (* + l)"5(p'B(u) -p£(v_))(m + dA71mx),

h = -Fi[\{t + 1 )~1(zm)x + Ai(i + 1) —irri^],

h = d\^1Fi[(t + l)-^ (mx) + (t + 1 )_12:mxx + Ai(i + l)"^^],

/3 = -F2[\{t + l)~1(zm)x + A i(t + 1 )~*mx],

/4 = + l)"5(mx) + (i + l)_1zmxx + A i(t + 1 )~*mxx],

h = -Fivt,
h = -Fivl
h = -F2v*t.
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Due to (3.9), we know that the high-order correction (the third terms in (3.7)) indeed
carries the zero net mass. Then from (1.14), (3.5), and the following fact

C + OC

/-t-OO (v(x + xQ) - v(x)) dx = x0(v+ - V-),
-OO

/

oo
+oo

(u(x + Xq) — u(x)) dx = xo(m+ — «-),
(3.11)

one has
/•-f-OO /• + OO

/TOO

u*(x, 0) dx = 0.
-OO

Hence (3.10) leads to
/»+oo r+oo

/+oo /-t-OO
v*(x, t) dx = 0, / u*(x,t) dx = 0. (3-12)

-oo J — oo

4. Stability analysis. With the help of the results in Sees. 2-3, we are going to
prove Theorem 1 in this section.

Let us introduce

/x nxv*(y,t)dy, \j)(x,t)= u*(y,t)dy, w=p*.
-OO J —OO

(4.1)

In view of (3.12), it is easy to see that

<p(-Foo) = ^(=Foo) = to(=Foo) = 0. (4-2)

From (3.10), we have

(fit V'x = ^ ■
rpt + w = F7,

(4.3)

with

wt + Kcj)xt + w — p'E(v) <t>x — Gi + F5 + Ii,
i= 1

K = ±
V-

F6 = \dX[l(t + 1 y1(zm)x,

and

F7 = -\d(t + 1) l(zm)x.

The weighted Poincare inequality (see [2], Thm. 328) gives

dy
p-roo /'-t-OO

/ / {vo{x) — v(x + xo, 0) — m(x, 0) — mi(x, 0)) dx
J 0 Jy

r-foo
<4 / (vo(x) — v(x + xo, 0) — m(x, 0) — mi(x, 0))2x2 dx,

Jo
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which implies that <j>(x, 0) = 4>o(x) 6 H3 and H^oO^) 11^-3 < C(eo + <5o). Similarly,
ip(x, 0) = ipo(x) 6 H3 and ||V'o(a::) 11^3 ̂  C(£o + ^o)- In what follows, we will use C to
denote the generic constant independent of t.

We denote

Li = <t>t - if>x = F6, (4.4)
L2 = iptt K^xx 4" tpt Acfrx (4-5)

7

= -Gi - F5 + F8 - = R(x,t),
i= 1

with

A = -Pe(v). (4-6)

Fs = RFqx + Ft + Fit. (4.7)
It is not difficult to know that (4.4)-(4.5) give a closed system for (<j>,ip). We consider
(4.4)-(4.5) with initial data:

</>(x,0) = <f>0(x) = f Vq (y)dyeH3,
J —oo

ip(x,0) = i>o(x)= f u*0(y)dyeH3,
J — OO

i>t(x,0) = rpi(x) = -W0(x) =Po(x) € H2.

Due to the expansion (3.7), in view of (4.1) and (4.3), we only need to prove the following
convergence result to show Theorem 1.

Theorem 4.1. Suppose that the conditions in Theorem 1 hold. Then there exist positive
constants (5o and £o such that if 6 < So, r] < Sq, and

I!(00)^o)II//3 + IIVMIff2 < £o,
then the problem (4.4)-(4.5) and (4.8) has a unique global smooth solution such that

and

lim (||(0x,Vx)||ff» + lhMlffO = O
t—►+OO

lim sup | {<j>, rp) (£) | = 0.
'-,+°°ieR

We will solve the Cauchy problem (4.4)-(4.5) and (4.8) in the space

X(0,T) = {(0,V) e C°(0,T;F3),^ € C°(0,T-,H2)}
with the norm

N2(t)= sup (||(<^)(t)||^3 + HVtMH^).
0 <T<t

To prove Theorem 4.1, we need the following a priori estimates. In the following, we
always assume a priori that (tf>,ip) € X(0,T) is the smooth solution of (4.4)-(4.5) and
(4.8) for some T > 0. Furthermore, we will use the fourth derivatives of <f> or ip formally.
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This will not cause any trouble, since we may assume {cf>, ip) € H4 first and use Fridrich's
mollifier then to deal with the original case.

Lemma 4.2. Suppose the conditions in Theorem 1 are satisfied, S < So, r/ < So, and
N(T) < £ for some positive constants So and e. Then it follows that

N2(T) + [T \\{<t>u<t>x,il>tMt)\\2H.dt < C(N2(0) + 602),
Jo

for (0,VO eX(0,T).

This lemma can be established by the following lemmas 4.3-4.5.
By the Sobolev embedding theorem, Hm+1 <—> Cm, m > 0. Thus if N(T) < e, then

||(<£, VOIIc* < Ce, H^llc! < Ce.
From these facts, we know that there are constants 0 < c < d < +oo such that c > C\

and d < d\, and v € [c,d], which verifies the conditions H\)-Hi).

Lemma 4.3. Suppose that the conditions in Lemma 4.2 are satisfied, S < So, r/ < So, and
N(T) < e for some suitably small <5o and £. Then we have

rt
sup \\(<j>,1p,<l>x,1pt,1px)(t)\\2 + [ I\{v^,1px,<Px,tpt)(T)\\2dT
<t<T Jo

< C(N2(0) + <5q + S0N2(t)) + C(So + e) f \\{4>x, ipxx){r)\\2dT.
Jo

(4.9)

Proof. We consider the equality

(<p + fiif>x)Li + A~1{nipt+ip)L2 = (<j> + ^X)F6 + + ^ipt)R(x,t) (4.10)

with a positive constant n such that 1 < /x = A2"^1 < and Kx = sup„e[cd] \p'B{v)\.
The left-hand side of (4.10) can be reduced to

\4)2 + \A V2 + 1ip2 + A W't + ^-A Vx

+ Km - 1JA"1 - V? + [KA-1 - \»KA-tx - A#22" t iTt I 2'

2 -nt v — sxt

where {• ■ • }x denotes the terms that disappear after integrations with respect to x.

- \At 1ip2 - At 1ipipt + KAX 1iptjjx + K^AX 1iptipx + {• ■ • }a

It is easy to see that

•p2 + tf) <
< 62(v2 + i>2t),

bi(tp2 + ip2) < \A 1ip2 + ^A V2 + A VV't

h{<p2 +ipl) < \4>2 + vWx + A V2
(4.11)

< b4(4> +Ipx),

[(m - i)^_1 - > b^h
[KA"1 - \^KA~l - ii\ip2x > b6ipl,
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for some positive constants 6, (i = 1,..., 6).
We also note that

-\A~lip2 > b7v(ijj2, (4.12)

for some positive constant bj. Then by the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, we have

l^rVV'tl < \b7v^2 + Cr]ip2,
\KA~1ipipx\ < \b7v(ip2 + Cri^l, (4.13)

Vt^xl < Cr}(il)2 +ip2)-
Integrating (4.10) over [0,t\ x (—00, +00), taking 77 suitably small, we arrive at

rt rt r + OO

II {4>,1p,1pt,ll>x){t)\\2 + \\{lljx,x(jt){T)\\2dT + / V61p2dxdT
J0 Jo J-00

< CW2(0) + C
rt r+OC

/ / [((/) +^X)F6 +A'1 {rp +firpt)R(x,t)]dx
JO J-oo

dr

/«/ —c

In fact, it follows from Lemma 2.3 that
K

|v(0-v-l</ l«€(j/)My < C»?exp(CO, £ < 0,
«/ —oo

|U- u_| < Cr), £ 6 R1.

We may write m(z) as

(4.14)

We will estimate the right-hand side of (4.14) next.
At first, we claim that there exist positive constants 6§ and 6g such that

r+oo
|w(a;,t) — v-\\m(x,t)\dx < bgr]6exp(—bg(t + 1)). (4-15)

(4.16)

m{M " 7Sexp {~M ( TO ) ) ■ <417)

We note that a - Ai > 0. It is easy to verify (4.15) by dividing the integral interval
into (—oo, — |(<r - Ai)(t + 1) - x0 + at), { — ̂{a - Xi){t 4- 1) - Xo + at, -x0 + crt), and
(—xo + at,+oo), and then using (4.16)i and (4.16)2 on the different intervals. Similar
estimates hold when we use the derivatives of m and h{v) — h(v~) (or vt) instead of to
and v — V- in (4.15), respectively, for some C1 function h.

Next, we make some analysis on the term R{x,t). By (4.15), we have
ft p + oc

(\Gi\ + \I3\ + \h\)dxdT<C6ri. (4.18)IIJO J-!

Since rj, 6, and N(t) are small, it is easy to check that

h = [Fg + Fio], (4-19)
where Fg = 0(l)(m + mx)vt, Fw = 0(1)(</>X + ipt)vt, and then

rt r+OC

/ / \Fg\dxdr < C6r]. (4.20)
Jo J-oc
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Hence, we can divide R(x, t) as follows:

R(x, t) = E(x, t) + H(x, t) - I\ - h - h - h, (4-21)

with
ft r+OOrl r~tOC

/ / \E(x,t)\dxclr < C6rj,
Jo J-oc

H(x,t) = 0(l)(f + 1) 1[(zm)x + (zm)xx + (zm)tx] + Fw.

We may estimate the typical terms with E(x,t) or H(x,t) involved as

rt /- + OC

/ / \A_1 (tp + fiil>x)\E(x,t)\dxdr < CN(t)6r]
J 0 J-oc

< C62+ r]2N2{t),

rt /» + oo

(ei+J7C(ei)) [ \\{ipt,<Px)(r)\\2 dxdr + C(ei)62
J 0

ffJO J-c

/*+oo
A~lipH(x, t) dx dr

' —OO

/»i /»+oo/*t /* + 00 rt r-f-OO

= / / (x, t) dx dr + / / A~lil>F\o dx dr
JO J—oc «/0 J—oc

rt r + OC

<{£2+Cri) / [^V2 + ^ + ^2 + ^]^^ + C(£2)<52,
J 0 —oo

where £i,£2 are arbitrary positive numbers and

H1(x,t) = 0(l)(t + 1)_1[(2:to) + (zm)x + (zm)t].

We also note that
/>£ /»+oo

/ / (<f> +fj.ipt)F6dxdT
Jo J-oo

£3 [ \\(<I>x,A){t)\\2 dr+ C(e3)62,
Jo

<

(4.22)

/•£ /-f-OC

/ / A~lniptH{x,t) dx dr
J 0 J—oo

rt /»+OO />£ /*+oo

< £j / / ip2 dx dr + C{ei) / / H2dxdr (4-23)
J 0 J— OO JO J— OO

(4.24)

(4.25)

for £3 > 0 suitably small.
We now turn to the terms with /1, /2> ̂ 6, and 77. Due to the smallness of 77 and <5, we

have, with the help of Taylor's theorem, that

Fi = 0(1)[(* + 1)"^ (to + to,) + F7 + (</>x + Vt)].
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The method used in (4.22)-(4.25) and the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality give

rt /» + OCrt /'tOO

/ / + fj>ipt)(h + ^2) dxdr
J 0 J — 00

/»£ /»+oo

< C(£4)<52 +£4 / (t^2 + + ^ + i't) dxdr,
J 0 J — oo

with a small positive number £4.
For the terms with J7, we note that

h = -F2{(f>xt) = -F2ipxx ~ F2Fqx.

Similar to (4.23)-(4.24), it is easy to verify that

rt r+oort r-\- 00

/ / + /jipt)F2F6x dx dr\
J 0 J — oo

rt /» + OC

< C(£5)s2 + £5 / / (u^2 + ipt)dxdr
J 0 J — 00

for a positive number £5. We also can show that

ft r-\-ocrt r+oo

/ / A'1 F2(ip + nipt)ipxx dx dr
J 0 J— oo

/>£ /»+oo

= / / [(^4~1i?2)xV; + dzdr
J 0 J — oo

+ Crj [ \\(ipt,ipxx)(T)f dr
Jo

rt /* + 00 />£

<Cr] / v^ip2 dxdr + Crj \\{ipx,ipt,ipxx)(T)\\2 dr.
Jo J—oo J0

(4.26)

(4.27)

(4.28)

The estimates for the terms with Ij can then be obtained by (4.27)-(4.28).
For the terms with Iq we deduce that

h = 0(1)[(*+ 1 )-?(m + mz) + F7 + <f>x +ipt]bl>xx + F6x].

All of the terms involved can be treated by the similar approach mentioned above except

(t+l)~^(m + mz)ipxx = {t+ 1 )~^mipxx+mxipxx.

In the following we only deal with the term (t + l)~^mipxx, since mxipxx can be treated
similarly. Due to the properties of to, we have

rt r+oc rt

/ / A~1/j,ipt(t + iyirmpxxdxdT <C6 ||(V>t, iI)xx)(t)\\2 dr (4.29)
J 0 J — oc Jo
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and
"t /* + OC

4- l)~^mipxx dx dr
— OC

ft r+oc
LL

nl T"00

/ / [A'1^ + A"lipx\(t + l)~^mtl;x + + l)~^mxrpipxdxdT
JO J—oc'0 J —oc

rt p + OC

<C6 / + ipx] dx dr
J 0 J—oo

/»£ /*+oo

(4.30)

rt r-\-00

/ / [(A-1(£ + chdr
i() J — oc
r-t r+co

<CS / [^V>2 + ipx\ dx dT
Jo J-oc

/- + OC

+ C / (t + 1)~ 5 (m -f z2m)ip2} dx dr
J0 J-oc

fl r+oc r* 3
<C6 / + V>2] dx dT + ^ / (* + l)~5ll7/;(r)l|2^r

Jo V-oo J()
/»£ /- + 00

<C6 / (v^ip2 + ipl) dx dr + C6N2(t).
J 0 J — oc

The combination of (4.14)-(4.30) with the £, (i = 1,..., 5), 77, and £ suitably small
yields that

ft /»+oo/•t />r /*+oo

sup \\(<f>,-ip,i>t,ipx){t)\\2 + / ||(V'x,V't)(T)||2c;r + / / v^dxdr
<t<T Jo Jo J-oc

< C(iV2(0) + <52 + 6oN2(t)) + C(S + £ + e6) [ \\{</>x, ^xx){t)\\2 dr
Jo

(4.31)

for some small positive number £6.
To bound <j>x, we investigate the following relation:

(K<j>x - tpt)dxLi - 4>xL2 = (K4>x - ipt)F6x - cf>xR(x, t). (4.32)

The left-hand side of (4.32) can be reduced into

[\K4>1 - i>t<t>x - \ip2x]t - (pxipt + Ml + {■ • ■ }x. (4.33)

We know that A > ai > 0 from Hi. Integrating (4.32) over [0, t] x (—00, +00), and using
Young's inequality, (4.31), and a same argument as used in the proof of (4.31) to deal
with the terms involving R(x,t), we show that

\\Mt)\\2+ fwMr^dr
Jo

< C(N2(0) + 6q + SoN2(t)) + C(e + 80 + £6) [ \\(4>x, ipxx){T)\\2 dr.
Jo

(4.34)

We choose £g, £, and 60 suitably small such that C(e + (5o + £e) < 5- Then we obtain
(4.9) by combining (4.31) and (4.34).
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We turn to the higher-order estimates next. To this end, instead of (4.10) and (4.32),
we study the following equations:

(0x ~t~ 4" A {/-llpxt ~t~~ V?x)^x^-/2
(4.35)

= (*x ~t" ̂ ^xx)^Qx ~t~ A (ipx ~t~ t)x

and

(^11 Iptx^^xxLx ^XX^X-^2 — (Kfixx 1ptx)FQxx tpxxRfaltyx" (4.36)

Repeating the procedure as in the proof of Lemma 4.3, we can prove

Lemma 4.4. Suppose that the conditions in Lemma 4.2 are satisfied, S < So, rj < So, and
N(T) < e for some suitably small So and e. Then we have

SUp || (0x) Ipxi 4*xx 5 Ipxxi Ax)(t)II2 + [ \\{^xxAxx,^tx){T)\\2 dr
0 <t<T Jo (4.37)

<C{N2(0) + S% + 8oN2(t)).

Now we prove the third-order estimates. Similar to [3] and [13], we have

Lemma 4.5. Suppose the conditions in Lemma 4.2 are satisfied, S < So, r\ < So, and
N(T) < e for some suitably small So and e. Then we have

SUp || ((ftxxxi Ipxxx > Ipt XX )(0H2+ / I\{^xxx,4>xxx,Axx)(r)\\2dT
o <t<T Jo (4.38)

< C(N2(0) + <5g + S0N2(t)).

Proof. We make use of the following equality:

(<<f>xx + XXX (f-MptXX "0 xx)&xxlj2

= ((fixx XXX)FeXX XX + mV't XX XX•

Similar to the proof of Lemma 4.3, one can easily get

IK* XX •) "0XX 1 "0txxi V* xxx )(<)ll2+ / \U xxx 1Axx)(t)\\2 dr
Jo

<C{N2(0) + S2 + SoN2(t)) (4.40)
pt r+oo

I I [(0xx ftlpxxx^)Fqxx "I" A. (ipxx ~l~ fAlfttxx^)Rxx 0] dT •
JO J-co

(4.39)

+ C

To estimate the right-hand side of (4.40), we can employ a similar method as used before
except for the terms with I6 (let us denote them by J) which can be treated as follows.

It is easy to see that

Ie = 0(l)[(i +1) 2(m + mz) + Fj + <px + iptllVxx + F&x\-

In view of the smallness of S,r], and e, a similar argument as used before gives the
estimates for all the terms in J but

A [(0X ~t~ 1pt^)Tpxx\xx1pt XX >



(4.41)
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for which we have
rt />+00

II -A 'fitxxKfix 'fit^)'fixx\xx dx d,T
J 0 J — oo

rt r + OC

= I I \^x "fitxx A Iptxxx] [(fix 'fit)lftxx\x dx dT
Jo J-OC

<C(e + 60) f \\{il>xxx^txx,<i)xxx){T)\\2dT + C{6l + N2{0) + 80N2{t))
J 0

rt r + OO

~f~ C I I -A [(0x ~f~ 'fit^j'fixxx'fitxxx] dx (It
J 0 J — oo

<C(e + 6o) / || {iptxx > "fixxx 5 fixxx ) (^") II' dT
Jo

+ C{8l + AT2(0) + S0N2(t)) + C(So + e)Uxxx(t)\\2.
Thus, we arrive at

SUp || (fixxi 'fixxi 'fixxx) 'fit XX )(*)ll2 + / IIW- XXX 1 fi^txx)(r)\\2dr
0 <t<T Jo

< C(N2(0) + 82 + S0N2(t)) + C(6q + e) f ||^xx(r)||2 dr.
J o

For the estimate of <f>xxx, we study the following equality:

(K<f>xxx i>t XX^^XXX^l fixxx dxxL2 = (Kd> XXX 'fitxx)F\xxx fixxx ft) XXI (4.43)
in the same manner as used in Lemma 4.3 to bound <j>x. Keeping in mind the results in
Lemmas 4.3 and 4.4, by using the same argument as used in the proof of (4.42) to deal
with the terms with R(x,t) and noting the expression

h = 0(l)[(i + l)-i (m + mz) + F7 + (px + i>t](l>tx,

we are able to show that

||*xsx(t)ll2+ f \\4>xxx(T)\\2dr<C(N2(0) + S20+6oN2(t)), (4.44)
Jo

in view of the estimate (4.42). Then, (4.38) follows from (4.42) and (4.44).
The estimates for (j>t,4>xt,4>tt, and <t>txx can be derived from the above lemmas and the

relation (4.4).
We now prove Lemma 4.2. In view of Lemmas 4.3-4.5, we have for any t £ [0, T] that

(4.42)

N'2(t)+ f \\(<j>x^x,^t,<l>t)(T)\\2HidT<C(N(0)2+62+6oN2(t)).
Jo

By choosing 6o small such that CSq < 5, we have proved Lemma 4.2.
Let us turn to the problem (4.4)-(4.5) and (4.8) next. Since the local (in time)

existence and uniqueness of the solution for the initial value problem (4.4)-(4.5) and
(4.8) can be obtained by standard procedures in view of the a priori estimates in Lemma
4.2, it follows from Lemma 4.2 and a standard continuity argument (cf. [3], [4], [5],
[6], [11], and [13]) that the problem (4.4)-(4.5) and (4.8) has a unique global (in time)
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solution (</>,V0 ̂  X(0,+00), satisfying the estimates cited in Lemma 4.2 for any t > 0,
namely,

II(0>VOWIIif/3 + 11^0)111/2 + [ \\{<px,4>x,il>t,(t>t)(T)\\2HidT <C{N{0)2+ 6%). (4.45)
Jo

a that
rl j r+°°

J J \\<t>x\\2H2{x,T)dx dr <C.

Due to (4.45), it is known that
/> + OO

Thus
/» + OO

/JO
M^)ll//2 dt < +00.

It follows then that

Similarly, it can be proved that

lim 11^^)11^=0.
t—>tOO

lim \\{ipx,ipt)\\m = 0.
t—>+oo

So Sobolev's inequality implies that

lim sup \(<j>, ip)(x, t)|
f-4+00l£R

< lim (IK^WK^.Vfell)*t—»-+oo

<(7 lim 11(^,^)0)11^
t—^+oo

= 0.

This completes the proof of Theorem 4.1. Then the proof of Theorem 1 is completed.
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